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MURRAY POWERS INTO
SURFACE ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION MARKET

Leading mining engineering firm Murray Engineering
has announced itself as a significant name in the
packaged electric switch-room market with custom
housing supplied to ABB for supply to Alcoa of
Australia’s (Alcoa) Pinjarra Alumina Refinery.
Murray Engineering is recognised for its underground
mining equipment servicing and rebuilds, and after
last year’s acquisition of Newcastle-based SRO as
a growing force in Australia’s electrical engineering
market. In 10 years of operation, it has become
an integral part of WA-based international mining
services group, Byrnecut, and recently established its
first offshore operation in Mongolia.
But its successful collaboration with ABB, the
pioneering technology leader in electrification
products on the Alcoa switch-room/substation
project, and now recognition as a tier-two supplier
of such systems, has opened up a range of new
opportunities for the expanding Peel-based
company.
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The exclamation mark on
Murray’s market
statement is
the

high-calibre leadership team assembled to drive
electrical-distribution equipment market growth.
Operations manager, electrical, Rob Dawson, a 40year veteran of the industry, recently joined a team
that includes electrical manager Craig Shales and
electrical workshop manager, Paul Farquhar. Shales
and Farquhar both have more than two decades of
experience in the industry, in mainly manufacturing
and project management roles.
Dawson says Murray Engineering has already put
itself on bid lists for several new projects.
“This is an excellent flagship switch-room project to
have at a time when there is an increasing tendency
in the market for most major organisations
to go to turnkey design, build and
delivery for this type of
equipment.
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Mine and process plant operators want to engage a
contractor which is then responsible for delivering a
finished product.
“The client wants to minimise their involvement.
They want to be able to pick someone that does
what they say they’re going to do. Increasingly there
is a tendency now to also seek a commissioning
resource to commission it, too.
“ABB is one of the major players in switchgear. This
is our first collaboration with ABB, and Alcoa, on the
supply of this type of switch-room. In our view, it’s
been very successful, and we’ve been fortunate to
go in there and be involved in the commissioning of
building services as well.”
Dawson says the location of Murray Engineering’s
Pinjarra production and administration centre south
of Perth, on the main road transport artery to WA’s
south-west, meant it was ideally located to meet the
demands of the south-west industries.
But Murray has demonstrated its capacity to deliver
equipment all over Australia.
“This project is a great stepping stone for Murray
Engineering in all respects,” Dawson says.
The electrical Manager
started his career
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with Alcoa in Western Australia back in 1974.
As well as stints with WA’s State Energy Commission,
AIS Kwinana, BHP Minerals and Perth-based
pharmaceutical company Chemeq, he spent five
years, from 2013, as senior operations manager with a
group within Alcoa that worked in a joint venture with
Saudi Arabia’s Ma’aden Aluminium, to commission
and operate the largest integrated aluminium facility
in the world.
After that period overseas, Dawson’s preference was
to resume projects rather than operations roles and
the opportunity with Murray Engineering came up
earlier this year.
“They wanted someone to expand the above-ground
project portfolio, particularly with the top-tier mining
and metals groups,” he says.
“Demonstrating this design and delivery capability,
and the commissioning element, has been an exciting
period and I’m looking forward to getting
involved in more projects that
can help grow Murray’s
business.”
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PLAYGROUP
PROJECT
PLAYGROUP SHED
CENTRE
REBUILDS
PROJECT TRUST
REBUILDS TRUST
When Murray Engineering maintenance
foreman Simon Laucke heard about
the plight of the Kalgoorlie Central
Playgroup his and many other local
families used – stung by a rogue
builder who skipped town after taking
the KCP’s money for an unfinished
project – he was quick to raise it at a
regular meeting with Norton Gold Fields
personnel.
Support from Norton and Murray for a
rescue came immediately.
A letter circulated by KCP president
Amy Herl “desperately seeking
community support” to complete
construction of a new storage shed
and nature play area at the central
Kalgoorlie centre came after a big
fundraising drive secured the $20,000 or
so needed for the project.
Most of that hard-earned funding went up in smoke
when a local builder entrusted to do the work
disappeared after barely having started on the job.
Herl says the playgroup was left with an incomplete
project and little money available to hire a new
contractor. The site was also unsafe for children.
Worse, there was no money left in the kitty to pursue
a legal course.
“There was a list of improvements that were left
unfinished so Murray Engineering in conjunction with
Norton Gold Fields decided to help fund the 4m-by6m shed that gave them a secure place to lock up
toys, bikes, pedal cars and tooling,” Laucke says.
“The shed was built by another local shed-building
company and paid for by Murray Engineering and
Norton Gold Fields.
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“Since then the rest of the ground works have been
completed and the area is now safe for children to
play.”
Norton has a big residential workforce in the City of
Kalgoorlie Boulder and the Shire of Coolgardie, and
supports employee volunteer community work and
many local businesses and contractors. The company
provided about $100,000 of community sponsorship
through an array of projects last year.
The gold miner’s Kalgoorliebased underground
manager
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to get behind an effort to quickly get another builder
in to finish the shed and site work,” Laucke says.
“That got the full support of our company
management, and Norton’s too.
“The finished project did not involve some big
financial commitment. But it’s probably made a
difference to a lot of kids and their families, and set
right an unfortunate situation that left good people in
the lurch.”

Ben McAllister says small contributions are usually
made to organisations or individuals who meet
company sponsorship guidelines, broadly aimed
at improving the social welfare of non-profit and
disadvantaged groups and building valuable
company connections with the community.
Laucke says Murray similarly is actively engaged
in community activities and supporting
employees participating in civic programmes
and endeavours.
The Pinjarra-based engineering and
manufacturing company has 25 employees
in the Kalgoorlie region, and 224 in the rest of
Western Australia.
“These [playgroup] centres obviously have a
really important role to play in communities such
as this one, and when the plight of the Kalgoorlie
centre was raised at one of our quarterly meetings
with Norton Gold Fields, people were only too willing
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MURRAY ENGINEERING
BLASTS INTO THE FUTURE
Murray Engineering mechanical manager Shane
Dunn says the company is already seeing significant
benefits from its recent $2 million investment in new
blast shed and undercover fabrication facilities at its
Pinjarra headquarters. He says bringing full control
of the equipment rebuild and blasting and painting
cycle in-house is delivering sought after productivity
and quality gains, and Murray is moving toward new
Steelwork Compliance Australia certification levels.
It already has CC2 SCA certification and is close
to finalising the even rarer (Australia-wide) CC3
certification.
The new blast shed started with a single blaster and
now has two. Dunn says the facility and crew have
been working around the clock to meet demand.
Murray wanted to train its own team and use its
ISO 9001 certified processes to improve
control of its equipmentfinishing work
standards,
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our external suppliers have found it hard to keep up”
Dunn said previously.
“We blast a lot of our process steel for construction,
and strip all the [rebuild] machines down to the
chassis and do all the spray-paint preparation,
including the blasting and crack testing, etc. The
shot material is made from recycled steel, and is
continually separated and reused after blasting,
making the process efficient.
“Having a one-stop-shop gives us
complete control over lead
times and quality, and
prioritisation
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of jobs.”He says the commissioned blast shed has
produced the goods.
“We’ve had no delays on any blasting projects at all,
and the quality has improved because we pretty well
go from blast into paint, whereas previously we were
reliant on our suppliers to get it back from their shop
to us in a reasonable time to get it into paint.
“With some of our paint specifications you are
whereas previously we were reliant on our suppliers to
get it back from their shop to us in a reasonable time
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to get it into paint.
“With some of our paint specifications you are
required to have a primary coating on the product
within four hours, so leaving it out over night to gather
moisture is not an option.
“We’ve got better control over different job cycles
and having control of the whole process ensures ontime deliveries.”
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DAWSON ADDS
EXPERIENCE TO MURRAY
ELECTRICAL CHARGE
Rob Dawson, now a key part of Murray Engineering’s
experienced electrical division management group,
sees a very bright future for the expanding business
arm of one of Australia’s fastest growing diversified
engineering services firms.
Murray this year completed the acquisition of
leading Newcastle-based electrical and mechanical
engineering company SRO Group, broadening its
national footprint. As well as its 55,000sq.m stateof-the-art workshop and headquarters at Pinjarra
in Western Australia, Murray has service centres at
Kalgoorlie, Mount Isa, Roxby Downs and Newcastle.
It is also growing its presence on the ground in
Mongolia via a joint venture entity.
Dawson, who joined Murray as electrical operations
manager after a lengthy stint in the Middle East
where he represented Alcoa of Australia as director
of operations at the Ma’aden aluminium refinery,
has a 40-year work history in electrical engineering in
Australia and offshore.
He started his career with Alcoa in WA in 1974,
and spent time with the State Energy Commission,
AIS Kwinana, BHP Minerals and Perth-based
pharmaceutical company Chemeq before the
five-year stint at the Alcoa and Ma’aden Aluminium
owned refinery in Saudi Arabia. There he helped
oversee the commissioning and start-up of the
world’s largest integrated aluminium facility in the
world.
An experienced production and commissioning
manager in the mining, metals and
pharmaceutical sectors, Dawson says
he was drawn to a project
management-
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focused role at Murray after the period working in
operations management.
The recent commissioning of a 33KV electrical switch
room and custom housing supplied to a major
electrical original equipment manufacturer – for
deployment at a tier-one miner’s alumina refinery
– was a fitting way for Dawson to begin his time at
Murray Engineering.
He says the project, and other turnkey contracts like
it at processing plant and mine sites, present many
new opportunities for Murray, which has established
itself as a leader in the supply of electrical distribution
systems.
“Demonstrating this turnkey
design and
delivery
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capability, and the commissioning element, has
been an exciting period and I’m looking forward to
getting involved in more projects that can help grow
Murray’s business,” Dawson says.

expect Murray to be bidding on a lot of that work,
especially where the principal is looking to engage a
contractor who can take responsibility for delivering
the finished product.”

“The big metals producers and miners want to be
able to give a contract to a company – from a
smaller contract to a larger one – and not worry
about the delivery; not have to chase them up
and manage the contractor. They want to be able
to pick someone that does what they say they’re
going to do, and the tendency now is to also seek a
commissioning resource to commission it for them.

Dawson complements a highly experienced
electrical services management team at Murray.
Electrical manager Craig Shales, who has been with
the company for more than seven years, has more
than 15 years of experience in the industry.
Electrical workshop manager Paul Farqhuar has been
in the industry for more than 20 years, including nearly
seven at Murray.

“So our expanded capability is being more widely
promoted and we’re increasingly seen now as a
competitor to some of the bigger boys who have
tended to take on jobs of a certain size and ignore
the rest.

Allan Webb, electrical projects manager, has worked
in the industry since 1975 and has been at Murray
Engineering for the past two years.

“We have shown we can work with the big electrical
OEMs, and build and fit-out a quality switch room to
the client’s specifications and Australian standards,
and certainly transport it very efficiently from our main
[Pinjarra] location, too.
“The surface brownfields project market is definitely
looking a bit more active into next year, and I’d
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“I think Murray Engineering has a very exciting future
in this turnkey surface electrical substation market,
where the company is a preferred vendor on a
growing number of operators’ lists,” Dawson says.
“We’re just looking for opportunities to provide a
tender, at a competitive price, and then deliver a
finished product that is better than anyone else’s,
and provide the resources to help commission it as
well.”
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MEDHAT KRYAKOS
JOINS MURRAY IN
SENIOR PUMPING
DIVISION ROLE
Murray Engineering’s growth as a force in Australia’s
large industrial and resources pump market has
been given another boost with the arrival of highly
experienced project and contracts manager,
Medhat Kryakos. Kryakos joins his long-time former
colleague and senior figure at Xylem, Greg Pratt
in the management group at Murray’s Pumping
Division.
Sydney-based Kryakos spent more than 23 years at
Xylem, one of the world’s major pump manufacturers
and suppliers. He was contracts, projects and
engineering director at the company before
reuniting with Pratt at Murray Engineering.
The experienced engineer of more than 32
years in the pump business is now contracts
manager at Murray, overseeing the company’s
tendering, contract negotiation, client relationship
management, and business development activity.
Kryakos says Murray is establishing a strong presence
in the Australian market, which is where his focus will
be. The company also has offshore growth prospects
through its association with the Byrnecut Group of
companies, one of the world’s major contract and
engineering services groups.
“This is a young but very well connected business,” he
says of Murray’s Pumping Division.
“There is a very good opportunity to build on
Byrnecut’s mining connections, but also excellent
growth prospects in the broader pump market.
“I am joining the company at a good
time with another mining
boom being talked
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about and generally robust markets across the
industrial, resources and water treatment sectors.”
Born in Cairo, Kryakos studied at the city’s Helwan
University where he did a mechanical engineering
degree and earned a bachelor of science in 1979.
He came to Australia 32 years ago, to Sydney, where
he still lives and where his children, Haidee and Mark,
live and work. Kryakos is a Chartered Professional
Engineer in Australia and member of Engineers
Australia.
His long career in the industry so far has produced
many highlights, including a number of major
contract deliveries such as those for the A$18
million Eastern Treatment Plant in
Melbourne, Victoria- (oxygen
plant and ozone
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generators), the $20 million Wheatstone LNG project
in Western Australia (pumps and RO plant), the $3
million Barrow Island gas project in WA (pumps), and
the $2.5 million Cadia gold mine in New South Wales
(development stage pump system).
Kryakos says real innovation and technological
advancement in the pumping industry has
moved away from product design itself to overall
system design and control. Advances in design
and production technology continued to make
manufacturing of pumps and parts more efficient
and ultimately simpler than in the past.

“From my point of view the market has really picked
up over the last few months, and next year is looking
very promising,” Pratt says.

“The industry itself remains very competitive – it’s a
tough market,” he says.

“We are really looking forward in growing Murray
Engineering’s Pumping Division both in WA, on the
east coast and overseas. Medhat has very strong
relationships with many clients over on the east coast.

Murray Engineering’s Pumping Division provides a
full range of mechanical and electrical engineering
design, drafting, fabrication, assembly, skid-mounting,
packaging, installation and commissioning services.

“He is very technical with regards to pumping and
associated equipment. His market knowledge is
second to none and is extremely well respected in
the industry.

Division manager Pratt says a highly experienced,
growing team with the skills and capability to
deliver full turnkey packages could also provide
24/7 management of customer systems, including
reliability assessment, site pump audits, plant health
checks and production optimisation services.

“Medhat is very good with implementing good
systems, processes, and standard quotation
templates. Being a small team this has already
helped us improve our quotation processes.”

Murray Engineering has the facilities in Australia to
overhaul all types of pumps and can supply both
OEM and re-engineered spare parts. Integrated
electrical and mechanical engineering arms give
the company capacity to provide a full range of
motorisation and skid packaging options with diesel
or electric drive systems, and the supply, service and
repair of fans, blowers, mixers, valves, pumps and
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compressors.
The company does on-site maintenance and repairs
nationally, deploying engineers and fitters on site with
full-time service contracts. Dynamic balancing, failure
analysis (with full RCFA reporting), and full-spectrum
vibration analysis and condition reporting are other
components of Murray’s broad service offering.

Kryakos says more than three decades in Australia,
spending most of his professional life working in the
country and raising a family here, has made him
more or less “an Aussie” who enjoys swimming and
walking in his adopted home city.
Asked about local sporting teams – maybe a football
team – he says his allegiances remain with the world
game and his cherished Liverpool in the English
Premier League.

